The bachelor's work is focused on car-driving under alcohol intoxication. This work considers a risky behaviour of drivers related to alcohol consuming and reasons which lead to hazardous behaviour on the roads. It also informs about possible risks and consequences connected with this problems and statistic survey of accidents due to driving under alcohol influence. This work further informs about an alcohol influence on a human, about possibilities of prevention in traffic, and about generally attitude of Czech society to this legal drug.

The survival part addressed two hundred volunteers who filled my questionnaire out. One hundred and nine people were used as a representative sample to illustrate the situation connected to driving under alcohol intoxication. The survival is concerned on personal features of the volunteers and on circumstances which determined the volunteers who drank alcohol and then drove. The survival realized on the base of the questionnaire which was either delivered by e-mail or personally. The result of this survival is informations which describes a driver who tends to accept the risk of alcohol driving and reasons which can be responsible for alcohol driving.